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SUMMARY

A methodfor calculating the rate of heat transfer jrmn the
surface of an airfoil or streamline body is presented. A com-
parison uiih the results of an experimental investigation indi-
cates that the accuracy of the metlwo?ia good.

l%is methodmaybe used tocalculatethe heat supply necessaq
for heat de-icing or in ascertaining the heat io88from thefu8elug6
of an aircrajt operating at greai altitude.

To illustrate the method, the total rate of heat transfer from
an airfoil i~ calmdated and compared with the experimental
result.

INTRODUCTION

The calculation of the rate of heat transfer from the surface
of bodies of aerod~amic shape is a probIem for which no
explicit solution k lmown to exist, although considerable
attention has been gi~en to the heat transfer from a heated
flat plate into both Iaminar and turbulent flow regimes. It
has been shown in reference I that the transfer of heat from
the surface of a hot plate into an air strem flowing over the
the pIate is pri.mdy a boundary-layer problem. The ~ten-.
sion of heat-transfer theory to permit the calculation of heat
flow for an airfoil or streamline body is therefore a matter of
calculating the boundary-layer eharacteriaticawhich may be
done by the methods of reference 2. The present report
makes use of the results of references 1 and 2 to ~end heat-
transfer theory to wings and bodies for which pressure distri-
butions may be calculated with accuracy. The derhation of
the method is given in the appendix.

A limited experimental investigation of the method was
made to determine the accuracy of the method in calculating
the Iocal rate of heat transfer into both the laminar and the
turbulent boundary layer of an airfoil, and aLso to obtain a
check on the computed totaI rate of heat transfer for the
wing.

It is hoped that this method wiJlfacilitate a more accurate
determination of the heat losses from wings in designhg heat
de-icing systems as vreIIas from fuselages in the design of
cabin-heating systems for aircraft operating at great altitudes.

SYMBOLS

The symbols used throughout this report and in the appen-
dix are defined as foIIows:
c wing chord
c, specfic heat at constant prcsaure

TRANSFER

heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/sq ft, 0 F, sec
heat conductivity
Iength of streamline body
local Mach number, ratio of veIocity just outside the

boundary layer to Iocal velocity of sound
free-atrean Mach number, ratio of -relocity of free

stream to the velocity of sound in the free stream
locaI rate of heat trmsfer, Btu/sq ft, sec
Reynolds number based on wing chord (T”c/P)
Reynolds number based on body Iength (KL/v)
radius to surface of streamline body at any point

tdong the asis
radiu9 to surface of streamline body at point fox “

which boundary Iayer is being computed
distance along the surface from the stagnation point
IocaI temperature inside boundary layer, 0F, absolute
Iocal temperature outside boundary layer, 0 F,

absoIute
free-stream air temperature, 0 F, absolute
Iocal temperature inside boundary layer, “ F
IocaI temperature outside the boundary layer, 0 F
free+tream air temperature, 0 F
surface temperature corrected for compressibility, ‘F
stiace temperature, 0 F
heat-transfer temperature diilerence, 0 F
IocaI veIocity just outside the boundary Iayer
local velocity just outside the boundary Iayer at

point for which bounda~ Iayer is being computed
Iocal velocity inside the boundary layer
free-stream velocity
distance along tbe chord from the leading edge for

an airfoil, or a~ong the axis for a stremidine body
distance normal to surface
rmgle of attack, degrees
eddy heat conductivity
ratio of specfic heats
heat-transfer characteristic length for a Iaminar

boundary layer
heat-trmsfer characteristic length for a turbulent

boundary Iayer
eddy viscosity
turbulent boundary-Iayer parameter R= %-e)
momentum thicknes of boundary layer
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P absolute viscosity
v kinematic viscosity
P air density
c PrandtI number (cPp/k) I

TrJ surface shear

APPARATUS

Tests to determine the rate of heat trader from a wing
were made in the Ames 7- by 10-foot wind tunneI employing
a heated, two-dimensional airfoiI model.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The mode] was a 7-foot chord ATACA65,2-016 airfoil which
completely spanned the 7-foot dimension of the wind tunnel
(fig. I). Ordinates are given in table I.

FmuR~].—Heated afrfoll model Installed In the wind tunnel.

The forward portion containing heating lamps was of sheet-
t-duminumconstruction, and the trailing section of laminated
wood. Construction detaiLs are shown in figuro 2. BuiIt
into the model were 26 pressure oriticesand 41 iron-constan-
trm thermocouples. The thermocouples were in three

chordwise bands; one at rnidspan, and two, 4 inches on either
side extending to 41 percent Chord, The external surfncc of
the heated portion was bare mchd and thut of the unk.wtcd
wood part was pfiinted. The entire modd was mrtdc ncro-
dynamicdy smooth by chordwise rubbings with succcxivdy
liner grit sandpaper. AH power, tcmprmturq and prcssura
Ieads were brought out through the tap of the model which
was sealed closed to prevent Lheescape of convcctcd brat.

TABLE I

ORDINATES OF 7-FOOT-CHORD NACA 65, 2-016 AIR FOI1.

?ercen; Chord In$iles ‘ermn! Chon InLa

o
. 4m
.630

;!%
4m

w
1.!L030
lam
Z1. w
zb. !xxl
~Q.

%%%
40.201
ram
64000
M.&xl

%%?
71. Xrl
76. WI
n. m
84. WI

o
1.232
1.423
1.706
!4,067
a 543
4,310
4 ‘X4

,:~

;ZbJ

iw3

:%!3
7. 07!4
7.184
& 495
6.047
4. 71a
3.733
!4.769
1.817
.Cs?
.3io

o

0
1.010
1.10s

;%
9,976
:%

hoo6
h 6!29

;%
to!iu
a 716

%
&03s
h 456
4.743
L 859
3.lto
x 3[s
1.826
.m
.X0
o

L. E, Rsd[w 1.7QIPorecnt c= 1.431 hicks

Local unfairness of the model rcdt.cd in some miflor wu’ia-

tions in the pressure distribution, m shown in figure 3, but
these were not of sufllcieut magnitude to induce !mmsition to
turbulence.

METHOD OF HEATIXG

The heated portion of the wing wus divided in(.ufuur mm-

partments by spwrwiselmlkhmds on which tho heating ele-
ments, nine rows of ordinary 120-voIL incnm]csccnh huup
bulbs, were mountud (fig. 2). !I’ho insido surface of t.hc
aluminum skin was painted a dull black to inrrcase llICab-
sorption of radian~ hettt, but ttll other mchd surfuccs wero
bright.

The heat input nppropriatc to each compnrtmrnl to give
a temperature difference across f.hc l.xmudury layer of 100°
F: at a ReynoIds number of 13,000,000 WHScalcuhtmf by the
method of this report. The size, numlm, and localion of
the Mbs within each compnrtnwnt were such m 10 givo the
most nearly uniform skin tcmpvmtuic possible witllill tho
practical limit.atLionsof the design.

Power”%a.ssupplied by a direct-curwnt gcucrator cquippod
with a remote voltago controI which permitted a convenient
means of adjusting the over-all applied voltage.

Free-stitiam air temperatures were calculated frofn n~cr-
age readings of threo resishmcc-typo thvrmomctcm locnLcd
in the return passngc a short distance uhcad of thu cntr~ncc
cone. Adiabatic expansion though the cntmnco cone was
~ssumed.
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FIG- 2.—Hs0MddrfoU mdd showing Mtfng lamp.
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COMPUTATION OF HEAT TRANSFER

METHOD

The detailed analysis given in the appendix develops the
folIowing formulas, by which the IocaI rate of heat transfer
into both turbulent and Iaminar bounchwy Iayers may be
computed. This method is applicable either to an airfoil
or to a streamline body. The 10CSIrate for lmninar flow is

or the local heat-transfer coefficient is

hz=o.ioo : (lb)

and for the turbulent flow,

G=O.760 : (t,—fo) (2a)

or the locaI heat.-tmnsfer coefllcient is

h,= O.i60 & (2b)

Heat transfer from an airfoil.-For the Iaminar boundary
Iayer of an airfoil, & is computed as in reference 2 from the
pressure distribution as foUows:

For the turbulent boundary layer of an airfoiI, & is com-
puted as

2
6== * ‘;~

()

(4)

‘ 17

where f is the value of the turbulent bouncIary-layer para-
meter as determined by a step-by-step solution of the rela-
tionship of reference 3, given as

. (5)

The value off &)isgiven in table 11 as taken from refer-
ence 3, and may be plotted on semilogarithrnic paper for
ease in using.

TABLE 11

NT! MERIC.4L VALUES OF f ~)

f ~=10.4U t+ d,nui “

I r KPJW n c

# .
18
17
18
10
m
2
23

IrPfG-)

:SG&

Sg

.236s

.1454

.0917

. 05s2

.mal

.m
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Heat transfer horn a streamline body,—For the laminar
boundary layer of a.streamline body, 6Lis computed from
reference 2 as

The turbulent boundsry-l&yer befit-transfer length may
be computed as

[’L
+-

()
(7)

‘L ~

where ~ is determined as for an airfoil from the equation

(8)

by the step-by-step process mentioned for calculating& for
an airfoil.

Compressibility correction.-If the heat flow is to be ob-
tained at free-stream Mach numbers such that the aero-
dynamic temperature rise is an appreciable portio~ of the
total temperature difference, a correction for aerodynamic
heating should be made. The “heat-transfer temperature
diilerence” to be used for a laminar boundary layer is

[ (7’1‘“(tp–tJ= (G+!J-O.20M,’2”, 1–0.13 ~

and for turbulent flow

(~,–tl) =(t.–fo) –0.20MH’O (lo)

where t,—G is the desired temperature rise.
The total rate of heat transfer from an airfoil or stream.lme

body may be found as follows:
1. Estimate the location of the transition point by the

method of reference 4 for an increasbg pressure gradient,
or by reference 2 for a falling pressure gradient.

2. Calculations for the lwninar region ahead of the transi-
tion point.

(a) C!omputi the values of ii. along the surface to the
tramutionpoint by equation (3) for an airfoil, or by equation
(6) for a streamline body.

(b) With these values and the desired temperature distri-
bution corrected for compreAbility, compute the local rates
of heat transfer along the surface by equation (la).

3. Calculations for the turbulent-region behind the transi-
tion point.

(a) From the value of & at the transition point. compute
L9,the momentum thickness as

Using this value
transition point as

0=0,289 &

of 8, find the initial value of ~ St the

(b) With this initial value of ~, calculate the values of
t along the surface by equation (5) for an airfoil, or by
equation (8) for a streamline body. With these values of

~, Compute & do~g t.h~~urfti~(!by t!qllation (4) for ~~
airfoil, or by equation (7) for a streamline body.

(c) Using these values of & and thu dcsimd hmqwrnturc
difference across the boundary layer corrcrhvl for comprm-
sibflity, cornputo the local rnte of heat hwnsfer along the
surfaco by equation (2a).

4. Integrate theso local rates of heat transfer along the
chord for both laminar and turbulent regions to OM}Jin the
totalrate of heut transfer.

HEAT-TRANSFER M EAS UREM IWTS

As mentioned in the Introduction, a limited numlmr of
heat-transfer tests were nlad~ on th(! huutml wing xnodcl LU
chock the accuracy of the thcoreticrd mrthod,

The cxpmimcntnl results arc suhj~!ct to scmmd sources of ‘
error. All computed rates of heut transfm were lmscd on tllc
tompmature distrilmLionsobtained at the center of the s~mn,
assuming that the spanwisc variation wus negligible. This
was essentially true except for a small portion ~tteach cnd of
thd wing. Prec@ions were taken to minimize the lwat
losses at the ends of the wing. These arc not lwlimwd h~rgo
since the design of tho heating systcm allowed only s]iglit
transfer by convection, and the conduction of h[!at from lhc
wing to its supports is negligible. Losses duc Lo radiation
from the wing have been compuhxl tis a maximum of 5 prr-
cent for the whole surface heated to 100° F. abovo tho
surroundings. This loss is noL consiclcrcd in the hcuL-
transfer data.

For the purpose of computing heat transfer, the chordwisc
temperature distribution was computecl and plotLwl m
heat-trqnsfer temperature difkrcncc (tP—tO);this is l]JC ob-
served temperature difference corrcctml for compressibility
effect; that is, tp is the temperature measured by a Lhrrnlo-
couple in the skin minus the computed aerodynamic hrating
ternpe.raturerise. TIJOvalue tOis tho free-strmm air tem-
perature (distinguished from the local twnperaturc jusL out-
side the boundary layer of the wing, which will bc highw or
lower than to due to adiabatic variations caused by [hc ve-
locity field of the wing).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hea~ransfer tests of the wing were maclc in two pnrts, [he
first concerned with comparing computed and mcmurml
values of the local rate of transfer from the airfoil surfncc to
laminar and turbulent boundary layers, and the second
with checking the total rtrtoof hmt transfer from Lhcnirfoil,

The tests to measure the local rate of Mat transfer wcro
made at zero lift for two test Reynolds numbers, with free
tranaititinto obtain the heat-flow rato into a lamintir bound-
ary layer, and with transition fixed at 5-percent chord to
determine the fiow rate into a turbulent boundary layer,
Figure 3 presents the pressure distribution over the wing n[
zero lift. The e.xperimcntd procedure consistcd in adj usting
the heat input so that the skin temperatures were nearly
constant along tho chord. With this temperature distri-
bution achieved, it was assumed that the second compart-
ment of the wing, extending from 14.6-pcrccnt to 26.3- “
percent chord, was thermally isolated so that no flow of
heat occurred in the skin or through” the bulkheads. ThG
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power input to this compartment was then measured by
means of a voltmeter and an ammeter for comparison with
the calculated rate of heat flow.

Figure 4 shows that the desired constant chordwise temper-
ature distribution was attained for the laminar boundary
layer, but the data of figure 5 for turbuIent flow indicate
that whiIe the distribution was nearly constant from 10- to
30-percent chord, covering the region under consideration,
the temperatures over the nose were excessi~ely high. This
came about through the heating difficulties resulting from the
sudden change in heat-transfer coefficient at the point where
transition was fixed. This type of distribution may ha-ie
resuIt-edin some change in the local values of the temperature
gradient at the wing surface, though this effect should be
smaIl since no appreciable temperature gradient existed over
the portion of the surface concerned, the boundries of which
are indicated by the dotted lines in the figur~.

To obtain the computed values, the variation of the heat-
ttransfercoticient aIong the chord was calculated for each
case as outlined under the section Method (results plotted in
&s. 6 and 7). The heat input into the second compartment

Percent &m-d

FIOrEE 4.-Chmdwk dfstrflmtfon of temrwature dlffereme, (tp+d. a, W’; tmnsftfon free.
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was then computed from the heat-transfer coefficient, and
experimentaIIy measured temperature difference (corrected
for compressibility heating effects). Both the measured and
the computed values of heat input into the second compart-
ment are listed in the following table:

o &n Iamfmr . . ... ...- .. .. ...

1

Owl 0.s75 L8
0 Mig ..---&-_--.--.------.---L& l.;
o Turbuknt..... ... . .. . .. . k%
o IL 17 ----.&--------------- 4.01 L 01 .0

I I I I i I I

The agreement is considered quite satisfactory, and is taken
to indicate that the method for the computations of the heat
transfer coefficient involves no serious errors despite the
assumptions involved.

Further tests for the purpose of establishing the validity
of the method as regards the total rate of heat flow from a
-wingwere made at a lift coefficient of 0.55 and 8.60 million
Reynolds number. In addition to a test with free transition,
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a second condition simulating the formation of ice near the
stagnation point by ting transition at 5-percent chord on
the lower surface was investigated, Heat input in both
conditio~ TVMI mainfia~ed at the mh~ av~jl~ble from
the apparatus, and no attempt was made to achieve a pre-
determined temperature rise or chord-wisedistribution. The
chordwiae temperature distribution obtained, corrected for
the effects of compressibility heating, is plotted in figures
8 and 9,

TABLE III
COMPUTATION OF HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
AMdl O&!&Olfl

t7pfwr surface
C;-o.’n

Trsnsltlond 1%chord
R,=8.69X1W

&%, - 164.bXlOJ

M- 0.183
h%- lKM

PMMon
-

z

; (ft)

— _

a 01 0.07
. ..- . ..-.
.m .14
...- ..-.
.Ce .?1
--- .—
.0-4 .3a
..-.----
.06 .86

---- _.. .
.07 .49

..-. ---
.03 .m

-.. . ----
.11 .77

—.- . L---
.16 L12

-:Z -i%
.-. . . . . . .
.Z3 L22

---- —-—
.31 217

. . . .
.33 G

---- -.---
.41 !4.87

--- ----
.40 3.23

---- --—
.51 ha

..-. . .._

.4u/v
W)xlo r 10% h=

L 61
. . . . .
L67
.....
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-----
L44
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1.422
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–. 009
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-.am
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TABLE 1.V -

COMFUTATION OF HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
Akfoif 06,2-010 cl-o.56 R.-8.69X1W .U*-O.18.2
Lam surkme Trsrrsltlon at minlmurrrprrnurc

I
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al27 ;;:
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34.16 12:2
%02 11.0rz“

T
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L17
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.61S .0254

.712 .0505
LW . Mao
L33 . 16X3

.2310
i: .3168

.41W
iH .605Q 2.14

,
.

pressibility) ancl the calculated heat-transfer coctTwicntsof
tires n-and 12. The computed and rnmsurcd hsmt.inpuL
are compared in the tnblo below. Rcsulta indicate satis-
factory agreement,.

I I I I I I f

RXIO+

b S.wFrOERE 9.—Chordwlsa dktrfbut!on of tsmp+rotrrre dffkm!nce, (t,-&). a, 5Y trnrrdtfon

fixed at 6 psrcent chord.
Upper surface hrrtdd. 19.w

I
2a.63 I It 7

Lowor SrrrfaseIamtmrr.
4

16 I 8.00Upper surfam turbuknt. 22.24
LQViW SUIh03 turbrrfcnt. I ZL66ha

The chordwise variation of heat-transfer coefficient was
computed for both the transition-fixed and transition-free
conditions, as outlined in Method. Tables III and IV
present the computations for the transition-free condition
and serve as an illustrativeexample. The pressure dis-

tribution used for Lhese calculationsis given in figure 10.

The value of heat”input was then computed by use of the
experimental temperature distributions (corrected for com-

The experimental temperature distributions for the t.estaof
the total ratu of heat tranefm show t-hut the heat-tramfm
temperature differcnco varies to n marked dcgrcc along Lhc
chord (figs. 8 and 9). This variation violates onc of the
assumptions underlying the development of the mcihod;
that is, that the temperature diffwcnco is constant, along tho
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FIGm 10.-Chmdwfse Prfsnre dlstrfbutiom a, R R* S.00X1f#.

chord, which must be true if the transfer of heat at all
points along the surface is analogous to the transfer of mo-
mentum. To what degree this assumption may be ignored
has not been determined anaIyticalIy, since the probIem of
considering the variation of temperature along the chord

FIGmE 12—Chordwfw dktrllmtion of W= coetlicknt, b., for fewer surface. q 5%

kansftion free and transitfcu !lsed at 5 percent Chad; R., S.69 and 8.60~.

presents di.tliculties-which have so far prevented a salution.
The eqerimental resdts, however, indicate that the ac-
curacy with which the total rate of heat transfer can be
computed is not greatly impaired by the temperature varia-
tions exq?eriencecl. Generalization of this resuh must await
further experimental checks.

The accuracy with ~-hich the local rate of heat transfer
may be computed in a rising pressure gradient is dependent
upon the accuracy with which the surface shear may be
determined. Squire and Young’s method (reference 3)
assumes that the turbulent boundary layer in a rising pres-
sure gradient exhibits the same characteristics as the fully
de-doped turbulent layer of a flat plate. The extent to
-which the relationship between the surface shear, the mo-
mentum thickness, and the local velocity so derived remains
valid is shown by the accuracy of the Squire and young
method in determiningg friction drag. It must be realized,
however, that the method will fail if turbulent separation is
imminent.

The thickening of the turbulent boundary layer due to the
rise in pressure acting on the displaced mass of fluid ak.o is
ignored by the assumption that the heat-transfer rate is
proportiomd to the surface shear computed by Squire and
Young’s method. Actually, the heat capacity of the bound-
ary layer is increased by this thickening which tends to
increase the rate of heat flow at the surface. This counter-
acts the effect of the protie distortion, result”~ from the
same cause, which reduces the surface shear since it tends
to cause separation. But this effect, too, is negligible for ti
cases where Squire and Young’s method may be applied.

In concluding, it must be stated that while the method
presented herein is subject to a number of broad assumptions
in its development, the experimental evidence presented
shows the total rate of heat flow may be calculated titb
reasonable accuracy.
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CONCLUSIONS

The accuracy of the method for determining the rate of
heat transfer from an airfoil is shown to be good by the
results of a limited experimental investigation. Since the
correctness with which the heat transfer can be computed is
dependent mainly on the accuracy with which the boundary-
layer characteristics may be determined, it is expected that
the method possesses the same accuracy for computing
heat-transfer rates from a streamline body.

Although the development of the heat-transfer formulas
is based on the assumption that the skin temperature remains
constant aIong the surface, the experimental results show
that for moderate temperature variations the precision is
stiIl good.

AMESAEROIJAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCoMMImE FORAERONAUTICS,

NIOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.

APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF THE METHOD

1. Heat transfer into a laminar bonndary latyer,-The
theory of heat transfer into a laminar boundary layer was
first investigated by E. Pohlhausen for the case of incompress-
ible flow along a fiat plate maintained at a constant tempera-
ture (reference 1). Pohlhausen’s solution is developed by
solving the differential equation for the temperature bound-
ary layer by using B1asius’solution for the velocity boundary
layer.

In order to arrive at a solution for an airfoil in an incom-
pr.wibb fluid, it is necessary

(1) to assume that the temperature boundary-layer and
the velocity boundary-layer profiles for the airfoil are related
in the same manner as for Pohlhaueen’s solution. (This is
truo if the temperature of the skin remains constant along
the surfam and if the thinning of the friction layer in a
fa~rable prewure gradient due to the change in pressure

acting on the displaced mass of fluidisnegligible.)

()(2) to calculate the value of ~ ,-0 for the velocity

()boundary layer and then determine $ ~-0with the relation-

ship resulting from (1). (The solution of the problem for
the temperature of the skin varying along the chord has
been prevented because the diffculties so far have been found
insurmountable.)

Pohlhausen’s expression for the temperature gradient in
the boundary layer at the surface of the plate is given as

(it()@,.(I
= –* a(u) r~(t+)

The function a(u) is the first derivative of Pohlhausen’s
function defining the temperature boundary layer which, for

a= 1, is equivalent to the second clerivativc of Blasius’ func-
tion for the velocity boundary layer. Pohllmuscn found
that a(a) is accurat.eiy given by Lhe-rdationship

a(u) =O.6t14+G
then

() Tp$ ,.~=–O.332fi
J

~ (t,–i$)

hTow,for the Blasius boundary-layer distribution

() L&$ ,.~=0.332
4 /lx

so that

(%),.O=-(%),.O*QW
It is no\Fnecessary to determine

dti
()G ,.lj for tho

any chordwise position. For the Blnsius profile

airfoil at “

where & is the thickness of the boundary layer wkro u=
0.707 U.- %bst.it.uting in the preceding cquution

or, taking u= 0.760 for air, the 10CW1rato of heat tmnsfer is

dt
()g==~ @ ~-.=0.700 : (t,–&)

or the heaktransfer coefficient is

h.=0.700 ;

The development in reference 5 of an mprmsion for the
heat-transfer rate based on Reynolds analogy gives results
which are in complete agreement with the abovo if u= 1.
However, the mperimentsl results of refcrcnco 6 indicate that
the expression &O.760, tli~t is, ~, properly relates tho
velocity and temperature gradients in t-helaminar layer. Tho
two methods give results within 10 percent of each other,
which is sufficient for practical cases.

The values of& for laminar flow may bc determimxl both .
form airfoiland astreamlinc body by thcmethmlof rcfercnco 2,

2. TurbuIent boundary layer,—The theory of hont tmnsfcr
in eddying flow as given by Dryden (rcfercncc 7) requires
the int.roduction of several new concepts. lf (k cquat ions
of motion for turbulent flow are written by placing
u= Z+ U’, v=5+v’, w=75+w’, where the bnra indicate mean
values and the primes indicate fluctuations, and thww values
substituted into the equations of motion for steady flow,
similarity between equations so thwclopcd and the sLcrdy-
flow equafiona can be shown by introducing a value of eddy
viscosity e. Similarly, the concept of eddy heat conducb
ivity, & is introduced by placing t=~+ t’,in tho equations
of the temperature field.
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These values of eddy viscosity, e, and eddy conductivity,
& however, do not have the same properties as p and k since
they vary from point to point in the flow. h’evertheleas, e
and 13can be shown to vary in the same manner from point
to point in the fluid. This is done by introducing Prandtl’s
concept of a mixing length; that is, a length of path followed
by a fluid particle before it becomes lost in the mass of
eddy~v fluid.

It is therefore shown if the shear, #= –~, then

in which the mi..ing length i varies from point to point in
the fluid. Now, if the eddy heat transfer is considered to
be–c,=, then the eddy heat conductivity is equal to

HCPPF ~ or equal to CK, provided the mixing length for heat
dy

transfer is considered to be the same as the mixing length for
the transfer of shearing stress. DrycIen states that available
experimental data show that the mixing-kmgtha near a vd
are closely equivalent for transfer of heat.and momentum, but
that the relationship falls down, for instance, in the wake of a
heated body. Since the present case concerns heat transfer
from a -wallto eddying flow in a boundry layer, it is believed
that this relationship is acceptable.

For turbulent flow, it has been shown that the Prandtl
number is equal to unity; that is,

If the Prandti number is unity, then the thermal and dynamic
boundary ~ayershave the same profile (reference 6]. If we
malie the same assumptions as in step (1) for the laminar
boundary layer, vie may write

($2,.=-(8,..%)
where U is the velocity outside the friction layer. (This
relationship is dependent on the assumption that the tem-
perature along the surface remains constant as for step (1)
for the laminar boundary layer, and that the thickening of
the boundary layer due to the increasing press~es acting
on the displaced mass of fluid and the distortion of the profile
thus resulting is ne~igible.)

.
ATOW

but

so that

or

since the surface shear

This is the same fornda de-ieloped by Reyuolds for flow in
pipes (reference 7).

So it is seen that the problem of calctdating the rate of
heat transfer in turbulent flo-iv is primarily a problem of
calculating the surface shear along the airfoil. This may be
done by the method of reference 3, in -which Squire and
Young vi-ritethe relationship

where

‘=255710+0753
8 being the momentum thickness of the boundary layer.
(’l%isrelationship is dereloped from Ton IGfrnufn’s fornnda for
the skin friction esperieuce by a flat plate with a fully de-d-
oped turbuIent boundary layer. This assumption becomeskss
and less true as the turbulent boundmy-layer profle of an
airfoil becomw changed in shape and approaches separation --
in a steep pressure recovery.) Substituting for To

p w (tp– LJ
~’=” ~ --u--

pu
gs=c, p (k-to)

or

where p and k are ~-aluesfor uneddying flow. Substituting

for’~ the value for air, 0.760,

—&, a characteristic length for theor considering -~—

()“ 77

turbulent boundary layer,
then

and

h,= O.760 :~

In calculating &, ~ may be computed by the step-by-step
solution of the equations of reference 3 for an airfoil or
streamline body.
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3. Compressibility effects on heat transfer.---since the
foregoing amdysis has been made for incompressible flow,
the effect of aerodynamic heating must be dealt with if the
heat transfer is h be accumtdy obtained. The effect of
compressibility may be considered, to a first approximation,
simply as influencing the heat-transfer temperature difference
to be used in the abovedeveloped equations; that is, a part
of rmy desired increase in the skin temperature wiU result
from aerodynamic heating, and this part of the temperature
increase involves no expenditure of heat.

The temperature field near the heated surfaoe of an airfoil
or body of revolution operating at high Mach numbem may
be determined by superposing the heat-transfer temperature
field on that due to the friction heating as in reference 8.
Eckert (reference 9) has shown that the temperature field
clue to aerodynamic heating for a= 1 may be expressed as

or

Superposing this on the temperature field for heat trans-
fer, ;which may be given as

t=t,– (t,–t!J &

the combined temperature field is

It is evident that at y=O

which indicates thut the heat transfer corresponds to the
heat-tmnsfer temperature field, so that for compressible
flow the only correction necessary is that of correcting the
skin temperature for the rise in temperature due to aero-
dynamic heatirq+.

Eckert hQSshown thtit the tcmpemturc of the surfticc duc

to compressibility effects t~, is

or

The heat-transfer temperature difference for the Ittmirmr
region, a= O.760, is then

[ - (UYI(t,–l!J=(te-tJ-o.2 Mow, 1 0.13 ~

and for the turbulent region, a= 1

1

(tF–to) = (t,–tJ–o.2 MOT,
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